
 

 

Summer 2020-2021 French Topics 

Reception  
 

Action verbs; food; clothes; animals; counting up to 20 

Year 1 

Greetings, meeting and polite expressions; animals; three rooms in the house; family members; 
recognise more action verbs; insects and three colours; summer clothes and beach-related activities; 
ask for an ice cream 

Year 2 

Wish someone happy birthday and ask how old they are; consolidate knowledge of many different 
words for animals; extend food vocabulary; ask where someone lives and say where you live; learn the 
words for farm, farmer and four more animals; learning the words for holidays, zoo, the Eiffel Tower; talk 
about what they enjoy doing, expressing likes and dislikes 

Year 3 
Spell out a name in French; say which movements they can do; ask permission to do something ‘est ce 

qu je peux…? Tu peux …. ; talk about hobbies and sports ‘je fais ….je joue…. ; ask and say which sort 

of house you live in; say which country and town you live in; Bastille Day 

Year 4 

Spell out a name in French; recognise and say the parts of the body; talk about what body part is 

hurting; describe physical appearances in first person ‘Je’; describe my personality; pet vocabulary and 

practice asking and answering to the question ‘Have you got any pets?’; describe family relationships 

using known vocabulary; Bastille day 

Year 5 

Describing a classroom using the indefinite and definite articles; describing yourself and others using 

adjective agreement; looking for cognates; describing yourself and others using adjective agreement; 

saying what you do, understanding infinitives and regular -er verbs; creating a video interview about 

yourself, giving dates in French; Bastille Day 

Year 6 

French accent marks; talking about daily routine and time; talking about your school day using new -er 
verbs; learning about a typical French school; reading and listening for gist; saying what there is/isn’t 
using il y a, il n’y a pas de ……; agreeing and disagreeing; learning about Bastille Day 


